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The polarization suppression of the interfering components in X-ray multiple-

wave interaction is observed for the ®rst time by using a polarization analyzer

with an arbitrary inclination of the diffraction plane with respect to that of the

investigated crystal. The condition for total suppression of the multiple-wave

interaction outside the investigated crystals by a polarization analyzer is derived

theoretically from the modi®ed Born approximation. By means of the partial

suppression of the strong interfering component, the increase in the visibility of

multiple-wave interference is experimentally and theoretically demonstrated.

The proposed experimental polarization-resolved technique provides an

operational way to enhance the visibility of X-ray multiple-wave interaction

outside the investigated crystals for direct phase determination.

1. Introduction

The capability of X-ray multiple-wave diffraction for solving

the X-ray phase problem and for the determination of the

structure-factor multiplet phases has recently been demon-

strated (see the reviews by Chang, 1984, 1987, 1992, 1998;

Colella, 1995; Weckert & HuÈ mmer, 1997; and references

therein). For a multiple-wave diffraction, the coherent

dynamical interaction among the single two-wave re¯ection

and the multiple-wave Umweg (detoured) re¯ection that

propagates in the same direction as the two-wave re¯ection

causes a phase dependence of the total diffracted intensity. For

a reliable determination of the phases of structure factors, the

visibility of X-ray multiple-wave interaction in crystals is of

fundamental concern. When the amplitudes of the diffracted

waves are not comparable with each other, the visibility of the

interference effect is low and the phase determination is

unreliable. In other words, the phase-insensitive part of the

diffracted intensities plays in this case a dominant role, so that

the phase signal is suppressed.

Very recently, Stetsko et al. (1999, 2000) have observed the

new phenomenon of polarization suppression of strong X-ray

Umweg multiple waves inside a crystal using a properly chosen

wavelength and polarization state of the incident radiation.

This phenomenon provides a way of increasing the inter-

ference visibility (namely the phase sensitivity) in multiple

diffraction by means of partial polarization suppression of the

strong Umweg interfering component, and thus leads to reli-

able phase determination. The same enhancement of the

interference visibility can also be achieved by partial polar-

ization suppression of the single two-wave re¯ection when its

diffraction strength is comparably stronger than that of the

multiple-wave Umweg re¯ection. In the literature, the total

polarization suppression of the single two-wave re¯ection in

the case of multiple diffraction has been realised by

Kshevetskii et al. (1985), where the phenomenon of the

indirect excitation (the Umweg phenomenon) of the polar-

ization-forbidden re¯ections was observed (see also Stetsko &

Chang, 1997).

The methods of the suppression of X-ray waves inside the

investigated crystal have some practical drawbacks. In view

of the fact that this kind of suppression can be realised only

for certain pre-selected wavelengths, the applicability of the

methods is therefore limited by the range of accessible

wavelengths of the synchrotron radiation. The necessity of

changing the energy of the incident radiation for the investi-

gation in different cases of multiple diffraction is also not

practical. Very recently, for reliable phase determination,

Juretschke (1998a,b) proposed consideration of the combi-

nations of the polarization states of the incident and diffracted

waves near the three-wave interaction point. In the develop-

ment of that approach, an operational method of enhancing

the interference visibility in multiple diffraction by a partial

suppression of the strong wave®eld component outside the

investigated crystal is proposed in the present paper. The

method makes use of a polarization analyzer (with Bragg

angle close to 45�) for the diffracted wave with a tunable

inclination of its diffraction plane with respect to that of the

investigated crystal. This approach, which is widely adopted

for the investigation of the polarization aspects of single Bragg
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re¯ection, is employed in the present paper for the ®rst time to

investigate X-ray multiple-wave interaction. With the

capability of separately suppressing the interfering compo-

nents in multiple-wave diffraction processes, the proposed

method provides an easy way to operate on the visibility of

X-ray multiple-wave interaction outside the investigated

crystals for direct phase determination. A large number of

perfect crystals with appropriate strong re¯ections can be used

as the polarization analyzer. Therefore, in contrast to the

method of the suppression of waves inside the crystals, the

current method proposed can be practically realised for a wide

range of photon energies.

2. Polarization suppression

2.1. Theoretical consideration

Multiple-wave diffraction takes place when several sets of

atomic planes simultaneously re¯ect an incident radiation. In

the reciprocal space, this corresponds to the situation when

more than two reciprocal-lattice points lie on or close to

the surface of the Ewald sphere. In particular, a three-wave

(O, G, L) diffraction is conventionally realised by the crystal

rotation (the azimuthal  scan; see, for example, Renninger,

1937) around the reciprocal-lattice vector G of the G re¯ec-

tion (the primary re¯ection) to satisfy Bragg's law also for the

additional L re¯ection (the secondary re¯ection). In other

words, in addition to the reciprocal-lattice points O and G, the

azimuthal scan also brings the reciprocal-lattice point L of the

secondary re¯ection onto the surface of the Ewald sphere.

The interaction among the wave®eld DG(2) of the single

two-wave primary re¯ection and the wave®eld DG(um) of the

multiple-wave Umweg re¯ection modi®es the intensity of the

primary re¯ection. The Umweg wave can be considered as the

wave®eld resulting from a successive scattering from the

secondary L through the coupling G ÿ L lattice planes.

Within the framework of the second-order Born approxima-

tion (see, for example, Stetsko et al., 2000, and references

therein), the wave®eld DG(3) of a three-wave (O, G, L)

diffraction is given as

DG�3� � DG�2� �DG�um�
� AGsG � sG � ��GDO � AL�GÿL�LsL � �sL �DO��;

�1�
where DO is the incident wave®eld with magnitude DO,

AH � K2
H=�k2 ÿ K2

H�1ÿ �O�� (for H � G;L) is the resonance

term and �H (for H � O;G;L;Gÿ L) is the Fourier

component of the crystal polarizability proportional to the

structure factor of the H re¯ection. Here, k � 1=� and KH are

the magnitudes of the wavevectors in vacuum and inside the

crystal, respectively, and sH are the unit vectors of the

diffracted waves.

For a linearly polarized incident wave DO � DOpO, the

polarization unit vector pO with an arbitrary direction is given

as

pO � �r � �pO � cos!Or � sin!OpO:

Here, the polarization unit vectors

r � rO � ÿ�sO � sG�=j�sO � sG�j and pO � �sO � r�;
where sO is the unit vector of the incident wave and !O is the

angle between pO and the r vector (see Fig. 1). The wave®elds

DG(2) and DG(um) are given as

DG�2��pO� � AG�GpG�2��pO�DO; �2a�
DG�um��pO� � AGAL�GÿL�LpG�um��pO�DO; �2b�

where

pG�2��pO� � ��P�Gr � �P�GpG�; �3a�
pG�um��pO� � �p�um�pO�r � p�um�pO�pG� �3b�

are respectively the polarization vectors of the two-wave

re¯ection G and the Umweg wave represented in the coordi-

nate system (r, pG), where the polarization unit vector

pG � �sG � r�. P�G � 1 and P�G � cos 2�G are the polarization

factors of the two-wave re¯ection G, where �G is the Bragg

angle and

p�um�pO� � �p�um�r� � �p�um�pO�; �4a�
p�um�pO� � �p�um�r� � �p�um�pO� �4b�

are the polarization factors of the Umweg wave for the arbi-

trary polarization vector pO of the incident wave. Here,

p�um�r� � P�G ÿ �r � sL�2; �5a�
p�um�r� � ÿ�r � sL��pG � sL�; �5b�

and

p�um�pO� � ÿ�r � sL��pO � sL�; �6a�
p�um�pO� � P�G ÿ �pO � sL��pG � sL� �6b�

are the polarization factors of the Umweg wave for the �- and

�-polarized incident radiation (see also Shen & Finkelstein,

1992; Shen et al., 1995; Stetsko & Chang, 1999), respectively.

For simplicity, the argument pO of the polarization vectors

pG(2)(pO) and pG(um)(pO) is omitted in Fig. 1, where  is the

angle between these vectors.

Consider then the re¯ection of the diffracted wave®eld

DG(3) by a polarization analyzer. The diffracted wave with a

unit wavevector sG is the incident wave for the analyzer. Let

the polarization state of the analyzer be arbitrary with respect

to the incident wave, i.e. the angle !A between the diffraction

Figure 1
Representation of the polarization vectors for primary G re¯ection of the
three-wave diffraction.



plane of the analyzer and the diffraction plane of the inves-

tigated crystal is arbitrary. Fig. 2 shows that the angle !A in the

coordinate system (r, pG) is the angle between the r vector

and the unit polarization vector rA, which is normal to the

diffracting plane of the analyzer. The Bragg angle �A for the

analyzer is close to 45�. Therefore, the � component of the

diffracted wave is suppressed (because cos 2�A is close to

zero) and the resulting wave®eld DA
G�3� after the analyzer can

be given as

DA
G�3� � DA

G�2� �DA
G�um�

� AA�A��DG�2� �DG�um�� � rA�rA

� AAAG�A��Gppr
G�2� � AL�GÿL�Lppr

G�um��DO; �7�

where AA and �A are the resonance term and the Fourier

component of the crystal polarizability of the re¯ection used

for the analyzer. p
pr
G�2� and p

pr
G�um�, de®ned as

p
pr
G�2� � �pG�2��pO� � rA�rA; �8a�

p
pr
G�um� � �pG�um��pO� � rA�rA; �8b�

are the projections of the polarization vectors pG(2)(pO)

and pG(um)(pO) on the rA vector. Fig. 2 shows these projections

for two qualitatively different cases, (I) and (II), for the rA

vector, considered in detail in x3.3. These two cases are shown

in Fig. 2 with appropriate superscripts for the rA vector.

By the proper choice of the polarization state, i.e. the

polarization angle !A of the analyzer, the directly excited

DG(2) or the Umweg-exited DG(um) wave®elds can be

suppressed when the length of the projections p
pr
G�2� or ppr

G�um� is

close or equal to zero. Thus, the total (exact) suppression of

the primary or the Umweg waves can be realised when the rA

vector of the analyzer is normal to the vectors pG(2)(pO) or

pG(um)(pO), respectively.

In general, the angle  between the vectors pG(2)(pO) and

pG(um)(pO) (see Fig. 1), which depends on the wavelength and

the polarization state !O of the incident wave, can be arbitrary.

So the vectors pG(2)(pO) and pG(um)(pO) are generally not

collinear. Therefore, by the proper choice of the polarization

state !A of the analyzer, the primary and the Umweg waves

after the investigated crystal can be suppressed separately.

2.2. Experimental

The experiments using a polarization analyzer for

suppression of a strong primary or an Umweg wave in

multiple-wave conditions were carried out at the wiggler

beamline BL-17B of the Synchrotron Radiation Research

Center (see, for example, Chang et al., 1998). The synchrotron

storage ring was operating at 1.5 GeV and 200 mA. The

vertical and horizontal angular divergences of the beam after

the double-crystal Si(111) monochromator and the focusing

and collimation systems were 0.010 and 0.025�, respectively.

The crystal was aligned on an eight-circle Huber diffract-

ometer. Fig. 3 shows the experimental diffraction geometry

that provided a variable polarization state !O of the incident

radiation (along the x axis) by changing the orientation of the

investigated crystal relative to the incident polarized electric

®eld (along the y axis). The standard supporting system of the

diffractometer was modi®ed in such a way to provide the joint

rotation !A of the analyzer and the detector around the

direction of propagation (along the sG vector) of the diffracted

wave G. This rotation could be carried out without introducing

changes to the angle of incidence for the diffracting planes of

the analyzer. The wavelength 1.5399 AÊ of the incident radia-

tion was selected so that the Bragg angle �A � 45:001� of the

Ge(333) re¯ection of the analyzer was close to 45�. Multiple-

wave diffractions were then performed by rotating the inves-

tigated crystal around the G vector via the  scan for different

polarization states !A of the analyzer.

The most interesting cases of suppression involve a weak

primary and a strong Umweg re¯ection and vice versa. For a

weak primary and a strong Umweg re¯ection (the ®rst case),

the |�GÿL| of the coupling and |�L| of the secondary re¯ections

in DG(um) are much greater than the |�G| of the primary

re¯ection in DG(2). For the opposite situation (the second

case), i.e. a strong primary and a weak Umweg re¯ection, the

|�G| in DG(2) is much greater than either of the |�GÿL| and |�L|

in DG(um). In both cases, the strong component can be

weakened by properly choosing the polarization state !A of

the analyzer so that its amplitude would be totally suppressed

or comparable with that of the weaker component.

2.2.1. Weak primary and strong Umweg reflections.
Consider the ®rst case, the three-wave diffraction GaAs (000,
�2�2�2, �3�13), with a weak primary re¯ection (�2�2�2) and strong
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Figure 2
Representation of the polarization vectors in the coordinate system
(r, pG) in the scheme with polarization analyzer.

Figure 3
The diffraction geometry of the experiment.
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secondary (�3�13) and coupling (1�1�5) re¯ections. Fig. 4 shows

the experimental intensity pro®les for the �-polarized

(!O � 90�) incident radiation and different values of the

polarization state !A of the analyzer. The positive direction of

the azimuthal rotation � in Fig. 4, the same as in Figs. 5±9,

corresponds to the movement of the reciprocal-lattice point of

the secondary re¯ection L towards the interior of the Ewald

sphere (see, for example, Stetsko & Chang, 1999). For the

regions ÿ90 � !A < ÿ60� and 20 < !A � 90�, the intensity

pro®les (not shown) are qualitatively the same as those in Figs.

4(a) and 4(c). Under the experimental conditions, the wave-

length and polarization state of the incident radiation, the

angles , !G(2) and !G(um) are 21, 90 and 69�, respectively,

where !G(2) and !G(um) are the angles between the r vector

and the pG(2) and pG(um) vectors.

For the polarization states of the analyzer, !A � � 90�, the

rA vector is collinear with the p
pr
G�2� vector. Therefore, in these

cases, the weak primary diffracted wave is not suppressed by

the analyzer (cG�2� � jppr
G�2�j=jpG�2�j � 1) while the strong

Umweg diffracted wave is slightly suppressed

(cG�um� � jppr
G�um�j=jpG�um�j � 0:93). The increasing of the !A

angle from ÿ90 to ÿ21� is accompanied by the gradual

Figure 4
Intensity pro®les of GaAs(000, �2�2�2, �3�13) three-wave diffraction for the
�-polarized incident radiation and for different values of the polarization
state !A of the analyzer. Intensities are normalized with the two-wave
intensity at !A = ÿ20�.

Figure 5
Intensity pro®les of GaAs(000, 111, 33�1) three-wave diffraction for the
�-polarized incident radiation and for different values of the polarization
state !A of the analyzer. Intensities are normalized with the two-wave
intensity at !A = 35�.



suppression (see Figs. 4a and 4b) of the Umweg wave, i.e. the

decreasing of the intensity of the Umweg peak. The total

suppression (cG(um) � 0) occurs around !A � ÿ21�, which is

characterized by the practical absence of the deviation of the

three-wave intensity from the two-wave intensity. The further

increasing of !A (see Fig. 4c) tends to increase the intensity

of the Umweg peak. Correspondingly, the primary diffracted

wave is totally suppressed (cG(2) � 0) around !A � 0�, while it

is less suppressed (cG(2) � 0.36) for !A � ÿ21�. Thus, the

primary and the Umweg waves are totally suppressed at

different polarization states !A of the analyzer.

2.2.2. Strong primary and weak Umweg reflections.
Consider the second case, the three-wave diffraction

GaAs(000, 111, 33�1), with a strong primary (111) re¯ection, a

strong secondary (33�1) and a weak coupling (�2�22) re¯ection,

i.e. the Umweg re¯ection is weak. Fig. 5 shows the experi-

mental intensity pro®les for the �-polarized incident radiation

and different values of the polarization state !A of the

analyzer. The angles are  = 36.5�, !G(2) = 90� and !G(um) =

126.5�. For the regions ÿ90 � !A < ÿ20� and 35 < !A � 90�,
the intensity pro®les (not shown) are qualitatively the same as

that in Fig. 5(a), where the intensity pro®les are of the

Aufhellung type (Wagner, 1923), i.e. three-wave intensity is

lower than the two-wave intensity. For the polarization states

of the analyzer, !A =� 90�, the strong primary diffracted wave

is not suppressed, while the weak Umweg diffracted wave is

slightly suppressed (cG(um) = 0.8). The increase of !A angle

from ÿ90 to 0� is accompanied by the suppression of the

primary wave (see Figs. 5a±c) together with a change from the

Aufhellung type (dip) to the Umweg type (peak) intensity

pro®le. The total suppression of the primary wave (cG(2) = 0)

occurs around !A = 0� while for the Umweg wave (cG(um) = 0)

it is observed around !A = 36.5�. Again, the total suppression

of the Umweg wave is characterized by the practical absence

of the deviation of the three-wave intensity from two-wave

intensity.

3. Phase sensitivity

3.1. Qualitative increase of phase sensitivity with suppression

3.1.1. Theoretical consideration. The total suppression of

either of the two interfering components is accompanied by

the complete reduction of the phase sensitivity of multiple-

wave interaction (see also Stetsko et al., 2000). However, in

cases when one of the components is much stronger than the

other, i.e. the phase sensitivity is low, the partial suppression of

the strong component by the analyzer can provide comparable

amplitudes for interference, thus the phase sensitivity of the

multiple-wave interaction increases qualitatively.
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Figure 7
Calculated pro®les of Fig. 5. Curves 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to �3 = ÿ90,
0, 90 and 180�, respectively.

Figure 6
Intensity pro®les of GaAs(000, 222, 31�3) (solid circles) and GaAs(000,
�2�2�2, �3�13) (open circles) three-wave diffractions for the �-polarized
incident radiation and the polarization states (a) !A = ÿ90� and (b) !A =
ÿ25� of the analyzer. Intensities are normalized with the two-wave
intensity at !A = ÿ25�.
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According to the second-order Born approximation given

in Chang & Tang (1988), Chang et al. (1989) and Stetsko et al.

(2000), the relative intensity IA
G�3�=IA

G�2� � jDA
G�3�j2=jDA

G�2�j2
after the analyzer versus the reduced azimuthal angle par-

ameter ' � 2� =� can be expressed as

IA
G�3�=IA

G�2� � 1� Aÿ1F�B�' cos �3 ÿ sin �3� � FC�=�'2 � 1�;
�9�

where � � j�Oj=�r � sL� cos �G is the fundamental width

(see Chang et al., 1989) of the three-wave diffraction,

�3 � �L � �GÿL ÿ �G is the triplet phase of the structure-

factor triplet FLFGÿL=FG and F � jFGÿLjjFLj=�jFOjjFGj�,
A � jppr

G�2�j2, B � �ppr
G�2� � ppr

G�um��, C � jppr
G�um�j2.

Similar to the paper by Stetsko et al. (2000), for high phase

sensitivity (see also Weckert et al., 1993; Weckert & HuÈ mmer,

1997), the value |B| of (9) has to be comparable with FC and

more than FC, i.e. the parameter

S � FC=jBj � 1: �10�
For the case involving a weak primary and a strong Umweg

re¯ection, the value of FC is much larger than |B| (S� 1)

when the polarization state !A of the analyzer is far from the

suppression condition for the Umweg wave. According to

Chang & Tang (1988) and Chang et al. (1989), this case is of

low phase sensitivity owing to the large value of the phase-

independent component. On the other hand, for the polar-

ization states !A close to the condition of the total suppression

of the Umweg wave, the values S, FC and B are close to zero.

These cases are also of low phase sensitivity owing to the low

visibility of the three-wave intensity pro®les on the back-

ground of the two-wave intensity. The intermediate situation

(S � 1) is realised when the Umweg wave is partially

suppressed by the analyzer. Under this condition, the jppr
G�2�j of

(7) is comparable with Fjppr
G�um�j. Thus, in comparison with the

cases S� 1 and S � 0, a qualitative increase in phase sensi-

tivity for the three-wave intensity pro®les is achieved.

Figure 8
Calculated pro®les for Si(000, 311, 404) three-wave diffraction for the
�-polarized incident radiation (a) without analyzer and (b) at the
polarization state !A = 45� of the analyzer. Curves 1, 2, 3 and 4
correspond to �3 = ÿ90, 0, 90 and 180�, respectively. Intensities are
normalized with the two-wave intensity of case (a).

Figure 9
Intensity pro®les of GaAs(000, 111, 220) three-wave diffraction for the
�-polarized incident radiation and for different values of the polarization
state !A of the analyzer. Intensities are normalized with the two-wave
intensity at !A = 20�.



It should be noted that the second-order Born approxima-

tion and the condition (10) for quantitative estimation of the

phase sensitivity of three-wave diffraction are valid for the

cases with comparably weak primary re¯ections. According to

Chang & Tang (1988), for multiple-wave diffraction with a

strong primary re¯ection it is necessary to use a higher-order

approximation [see also the second-order perturbation solu-

tion to the Takagi±Taupin equations by Thorkildsen (1987);

and in a simpli®ed version by Mathiesen et al. (1998)]. This

point is not considered in the present paper. However, from

the common point of view, high phase sensitivity is also

expected when jppr
G�2�j is comparable with Fjppr

G�um�j:
3.1.2. Experimental and dynamical calculations. The

qualitative increase in phase sensitivity is veri®ed experi-

mentally for two three-wave diffraction cases: ���
GaAs[O(000), G(222), L(31�3)] and �ÿ� GaAs[O(000),

ÿG(�2�2�2), ÿL(�3�13)] (for the latter, see x2.2.1) with weak

primary and strong Umweg re¯ections. These cases are related

by the symmetry of inversion (see, for example, HuÈ mmer et

al., 1989, 1990; Chang et al., 1999), i.e. the triplet phases

��ÿ�3 � ÿ����3 for negligibly small anomalous dispersion. Fig. 6

shows the experimental intensity pro®les [case ��� solid

circles; case �ÿ� open circles] for �-polarized incident radia-

tion and for the polarization states !A � ÿ90 and ÿ25� of the

analyzer. The polarization state !A � ÿ25� is chosen to satisfy

the condition for high phase sensitivity, S � 0:79. Accordingly,

S � 4:4 for the polarization state !A � ÿ90�. For comparison,

Fig. 7 shows the intensity pro®les calculated for arti®cially

assigned �3 values (Weckert & HuÈ mmer, 1997; Stetsko &

Chang, 1999) using the dynamical theory without approxi-

mation (Stetsko & Chang, 1997). For the polarization state

!A � ÿ90�, rather low phase sensitivity is observed in Figs.

6(a) and 7(a), where the Umweg phenomenon dominates. The

curves calculated for �3 � ÿ90 and 90� (see Fig. 7a) are

symmetrical and very similar (Umweg type), while those for

�3 � 0 and 180� are slightly asymmetrical. Similarly, low phase

sensitivity of intensity pro®les is observed (not shown in the

®gures) for cases without analyzer, where parameter S � 5:1
(see Stetsko et al., 2000). Figs. 6(b) and 7(b) show the well

known shapes of the intensity pro®les for the high phase-

sensitive case (see, for example, Weckert & HuÈ mmer, 1997;

Chang, 1998), where the partial suppression of the strong

Umweg component is realised for !A � ÿ25�. The intensity

pro®les calculated for �3 � 0 and 180� (curves 2 and 4 in Fig.

7b, respectively) are asymmetric with comparably large

maximum and minimum intensity deviations from the inten-

sity of the two-wave case. The intensity pro®les calculated for

�3 � ÿ90 and 90� are practically symmetric with different

extremum intensity deviations (maximum for curve 1 and

minimum for curve 3 in Fig. 7b, respectively) from the inten-

sity of the two-wave case. The further total suppression of the

Umweg component, when S � 0, leads again to low phase

sensitivity [see the curve for !A � ÿ20� in Fig. 4(b)].

The region, ÿ35 � !A � ÿ25� (see Fig. 4b), of high phase

sensitivity is rather narrow and close to the polarization state

!A � ÿ21� of the total suppression of the Umweg wave. As

follows from (10), the angular range of this region and the

difference from the !A value for total suppression depend on

the relationship between the structure factors and the polar-

ization factors of the primary and the Umweg waves. If the

structure factors of the waves are very different from one

another (much more different than in the cases considered

here), so that at least one of the re¯ections is very weak or

forbidden, the range and the difference in !A from the state of

total suppression are negligibly small. In these extreme cases,

the proposed method cannot be used practically. For the case

involving a strong primary and a weak Umweg re¯ection (see

x2.2.2), which is not considered in detail here, the angular

regionÿ7 � !A � ÿ3� (see Fig. 5b) of high phase sensitivity is

also rather narrow and close to the polarization state !A � 0�

of the total suppression of the primary wave.

3.2. Qualitative increase of phase sensitivity without
suppression

The additional opportunity of the proposed method to

increase the phase sensitivity is theoretically considered in this

section. In the case involving all comparably strong re¯ections,

the three-wave diffraction is conventionally considered as a

phase-sensitive diffraction. However, for some wavelengths

and polarization states !O of the incident radiation, the

situation with the angle  between the polarization vectors

pG(2) and pG(um) close to 90� can be realised. In this case, the

amplitude of the phase-sensitive part of the intensity,

proportional to the scalar product of these vectors (see, for

example, Stetsko et al., 2000) is close to zero and the phase

sensitivity of the three-wave diffraction is low. For example,

for the Si(000, 311, 404) three-wave diffraction and the

�-polarized (!O � 90�) incident Cu K�1 radiation, the angle

 � 100.3� is rather close to 90�. The corresponding angles are

!G(2) � 90� and !G(um) � 190.3�. Fig. 8(a) shows the calcu-

lated intensity pro®les for this case. Rather low phase sensi-

tivity is observed, where the Aufhellung component dominates

in the intensity.

In contrast to the present case where the length of the

projection of the polarization vector pG(2) on pG(um) or vice

versa is close to zero, the polarization state !A in the experi-

mental scheme with an analyzer can be chosen so that the

lengths of the projections p
pr
G�2� and p

pr
G�um� [of the vectors pG(2)

and pG(um) on rA, respectively, see Fig. 2] are comparably

large. Fig. 8(b) shows the intensity pro®les calculated for the

polarization state !A � 45�. The high phase sensitivity of the

pro®les is observed. For the considered case with all

comparably strong re¯ections, the angular width of the region,

20 � !A � 60�, of high phase sensitivity is more than that of

the previous cases and farther from the polarization states

!A � 0 and !A � 100.3�, respectively, of the total suppression

of the primary and of the Umweg waves.

Certainly, there is no practical necessity to use an analyzer

for obtaining the high phase-sensitive conditions for such a

type of three-wave diffraction. In fact, it is easier to change the

energy or the polarization state !O of the incident radiation

to make the angle  rather different from 90�. However, the

above-mentioned possibility of low phase sensitivity has to be
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taken into account, especially when a large number of multiple

diffraction situations are investigated using a ®xed common

photon energy and polarization state of the incident radiation.

For example, in a conventional X-ray laboratory, only some

speci®c energies, in particular Cu K�, can be used. As to the

polarization state of the incident radiation of the synchrotron

and the laboratory source, the �-polarized radiation after the

monochromator is usually preferable to the �-polarized

radiation owing to better beam resolution in the azimuthal

direction of the crystal rotation during the generation of

multiple-wave diffraction.

3.3. Inversion of intensity profile asymmetry

The inversed asymmetry, the so-called anomalous asym-

metry, of three-wave intensity pro®les for �-polarized incident

radiation compared with that for �-polarized radiation was

detected by Juretschke (1986) (see also Weckert & HuÈ mmer,

1997; Larsen & Thorkildsen, 1998; Stetsko & Chang, 1999).

When the signs of the polarization factors P�G and p�um (pO) of

the primary and Umweg re¯ections for �-polarized incident

radiation are different, an additional 180� phase shift is

introduced in the diffraction process and the inversion of the

pro®le asymmetry occurs. In particular, this phase shift is

observed for the low sensitive case shown in Fig. 8(a), where

the angle  is more than 90�.
The inversion of the pro®le asymmetry also takes place in

the experimental scheme with analyzer but the geometry

situation is different from the cases already reported in the

literature. Fig. 2 shows two qualitatively different polarization

states !A of the analyzer with two positions ��I�A and ��II�
A of the

polarization vector for the respective cases: (I) when the

direction of the projection of the pG(2) vector on the ��I�A vector

coincides with that of the pG(um) vector, i.e. (p
pr
G�2� � ppr

G�um��> 0,

and (II) when the direction of the projection of the pG(2)

vector on the ��II�
A vector is opposite to that of the pG(um)

vector, i.e. (p
pr
G�2� � ppr

G�um��< 0. In case (I), owing to the positive

value of B in (9), the asymmetry of intensity pro®les is the

same as that conventionally obtained for �-polarized incident

radiation in the experimental scheme without analyzer. In case

(II), owing to the negative value of B, an inversion of the peak

pro®le asymmetry takes place in comparison with case (I).

This inversion happens every time when the polarization state

!A of the analyzer crosses the polarization states of the total

suppression of the primary or the Umweg waves.

The inversion of pro®le asymmetry is experimentally veri-

®ed for GaAs(000, 111, 220) three-wave diffraction with all

strong re¯ections involved. Fig. 9 shows the experimental

intensity pro®les for the �-polarized incident radiation and for

different values of the polarization state !A of the analyzer.

For the angular regions ÿ90 � !A < ÿ10� and 30 < !A � 90�,
the intensity pro®les (not shown) are qualitatively the same as

that in Fig. 9(a). The corresponding angles are  � 17.1�,
!G(2) � 90� and !G(um) � 107.1�. In case (II) when

0 � !A < 17.1�, the inversed asymmetry (see Fig. 9b)

compared with that (see Figs. 9a and 9c) outside this angular

region is observed. The same inversed asymmetry of intensity

pro®les is also shown in Fig. 8(b), where the situation corre-

sponding to case (II) for the polarization state !A � 45� of the

analyzer is realised.

For the considered three-wave diffraction with all strong

re¯ections involved, the Aufhellung phenomenon is observed

[see the curve for !A � 20� in Fig. 9(c)] under the total

suppression of the Umweg wave. This differs from the

experimental results presented in xx2.2.1 and 2.2.2 of the

paper, where the Aufhellung phenomenon is practically

reduced [see the curve for !A � ÿ20� in Fig. 4(b) and the

curve for !A � 35� in Fig. 5(c)]. Probably the latter can be

explained by the presence of one of the weak re¯ections in the

three-wave diffraction as well as the geometry (polarization

factors) of this diffraction. It can be more correctly described

within the framework of the third-order Born approximation

or the second-order perturbation solution to the Takagi±

Taupin equations.

It should be noted that the considered conditions of the

suppression of waves in the multiple-wave interaction are

obtained using only geometrical factors within the framework

of the Born approximation. Therefore, the angular positions

!A of the suppression obtained according to these conditions

can differ in several arc degrees from that observed experi-

mentally or from the values calculated using the dynamical

theory.

In conclusion, a polarization analyzer with an arbitrary

polarization state with respect to the diffraction plane of the

crystal is used for the ®rst time to investigate X-ray multiple-

wave interaction. By choosing an appropriate polarization

state of the analyzer, the suppression of each of the interfering

components outside the investigated crystals is observed. A

method for qualitative enhancement of phase sensitivity in

multiple-wave interaction using partial suppression of a

stronger interfering component is proposed. This polarization-

resolved method may provide an operational way to increase

the visibility of X-ray multiple-wave interaction outside the

investigated crystals for effective determination of X-ray

re¯ection phases.
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